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We present a very simple theoretical framework for extracting spectroscopic data on an atom via sto-
chastic probing with a fluctuating laser source. By exploiting the fact that the linear susceptibility con-
tains all the atomic structure information in it, we show that the power spectrum of the fluctuations in
the intensity radiated from an atomic sample provides the relevant, atomic-level information. The
analysis we present is very general and can be applied to a wide variety of atomic and molecular systems.
PACS number(s): 42.50.Md
In a recent paper, Yabuzaki, Mitsui, and Tanaka [I]
demonstrated that stochastic fluctuations in the radiation
from a diode laser can be used to derive spectroscopic
data on an atom. These authors used the technique on Cs
transitions, where the intensity fluctuations on a diode
laser beam transmitted through an atomic sample were
spectrally analyzed to reveal the atomic-level structure
information. The method used appears to be an impor-
tant spectroscopic technique, where the fluctuations in
the radiation from a laser are utilized to get useful infor-
mation. Related experiments have also been performed
by McLean, Hannaford, and Fairchild [2] to probe at-
mospheric oxygen and by McIntyre et al. [3], where the
diode laser field, modeled as a phase-diffusing field, was
used to probe rubidium. The fact that laser field fluctua-
tions can be used for spectroscopy is quite contrary to the
rather accepted notion that fluctuations should be avoid-
ed. Previous theoretical studies [4—7] to understand the
issue of laser noise in spectroscopy have usually relied on
the solution of some form of the optical Bloch equations
with the noise incorporated into the equations.
In this paper, we consider a sample of an atomic medi-
um irradiated by a field whose amplitude, phase, frequen-
cy, or some combination of these, fluctuate, and present a
very simple and yet general enough argument to decode
the spectroscopic information contained in the intensity-
intensity correlations of the laser beam transmitted
through the atomic sample. The fluctuating laser field
produces a fluctuating polarization in the medium, which
we denote by P(r, co). This induced polarization can be
written as
P(r, co) =y(co) E(r,co),
where y(co) is the linear response of the medium at the
applied frequency. We will assume that the incident field
is weak so that it is sufticient to work with the results of
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the linear-response theory. The induced polarization ra-
diates a field which can be obtained from Maxwell's equa-
tions. In the far zone, this radiated field is given by
Et((r, co) ——ei
(cole)r
~2
nXn
T C
X I P(r', co)e t(~1~)n r'd—3r (2)V
where n is the unit vector in the direction of observation
and the integral in Eq. (2) extends over the volume of the
medium [8]. On combining Eqs. (I) and (2) we get
e i (co/c)r 2Et((r, co) —— n Xn Xy(co)
C
X f E(r' co)e t(~lc)n r'd3r'.V
which for a plane wave in the direction q
) —e t(cclc)q rE(
(3)
(4)
becomes
Et((r, co)-—e i (cole) r 2V n Xn Xy(co) E(co)b, (n, q),C2
where
i(cclc)( n+q) rd3- .-- =1
v v'
Thus the positive-frequency part of the radiated field at
the frequency co can be written in the form
E&(co)-f g(to)E(co),
where for simplicity we have dropped the tensor and vec-
tor character of y(co) and E. It should be borne in mind
that the field E(t) is centered around the frequency coL
with a slowly varying envelope e(t) The ra.diated field is
also expected to be a slowly varying function around the
central frequency coL. We thus approximate Eq. (7) by
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Ez(co'+coI )-f„X(co'+coL )E(co'+cut ) . (8) I(t)=lc(t)e' +cz(t)l
We rewrite Eq. (8) in terms of the Fourier transforms
c(co) of the envelopes c(t)
= lc(t)l'+ f X(t —t')c" (t)c(t')e "dt'27T
+ lc~(t)l'+ ' f" X'(t —t").(t)c'(t-)e "dt" .2 lT OO
cg(~ ) fr(~ +coL }c(co ) (9) (12)
which when transformed to the time domain reads as[c(t)= I"„c(co)e ' 'dao]
c~(t)- f X(t —t')c(t')dt' .2'
Here we have included an extra phase factor in the
homodyning process which would enable us to discrim-
inate between diFerent contributions to the observed sig-
nal. Since the field c(t) is fiuctuating, the intensity be-
comes a stochastic variable. The quantity of interest is
the intensity-intensity correlation, which is defined as
C, (r)=&I(t+r)I(t)& . (13)
Here X(t) is the Fourier transform of
V(co') —=X(co'+coL ) .
%'e next consider the detection of the radiated field by
homodyning it with the incident field. The instantaneous
intensity at the detector will be
C (7 ) = & lc(t)l lc(t +r)l &+C (1.)
+C' "(r)+C"'(r)+Q Q
where
(14)
The correlation Ct(r) has the significant property of be-
ing real and even, i.e., Ct*(r) =CI(r } and Ct( —r) =Ct(r).
Using Eq. (12) we get
C~(r)= lc(t)l2 f X(t+r t')c*(t+—r)c(t')e ' dt'+ f X*(t+r t")c(t+r)c*—(t")e' dt" .2'7l 2&
+[terms with t and (t +r) interchanged],
2
C~'~(r)= f ™f,&c*(t+r)c*(t)X(t t')X(t+r—t")c(t')c(t"—) &e "dt'«"
2
+ f f ', &c"(t")c*(t)X(t t')X*(t +r—t")—c(t')c(t +r) &dt'dt" +c.c. ,4m (16a)
and P(co)= Cl(r)e' 'dr .2'
cg(r)=& lc(t)l'lc, (t+r) '&+& lc(t+r)l' c, (t)l'& .
Replacing r by —r in Eq. (17) and using the evenness of
Ct(r) we get
(16b) P(co)= Ct(r)e ' 'dr .1
277 (18)
Here CL and CQ are, respectively, linear and quadratic in
the scattered field. The ellipsis in Eq. (14) gives terms of
higher order in the scattered field and we will ignore such
higher-order contributions. Note that by choosing 0=0
and m (relative to the phase of f ) and by adding or sub-
tracting [9] the two measurements, we can study sepa-
rately the linear and quadratic terms. Thus, in what fol-
lows we will study the behavior of linear and quadratic
terms separately, and since the two contributions are
studied separately, we drop the scale factor.
The power spectrum of the intensity-intensity correla-
tions is defined as
From Eqs. (17) and (18), it is evident that
P(co) =— Ct(r)cos(cur)dr .
277 oo
(19)
To simplify Eq. (14), we adopt a simple model for the am-
plitude c(t) and assume that it is a Gaussian stochastic
process. Needless to say, other models of stochastic noise
can also be dealt with within the framework described
here. In what follows we will drop from the spectrum the
dc terms along with the peak at co=0. We first analyze
the linear terms Ct (r). Using the momentum theorem
for Gaussian random processes Eq. (15) reduces to
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cI(r) 1 (lE(t)~l )(E"(t+a)E(t )')x(t+r —t')e ' dt'2 IT
+ f (E(t)s'(t+r))(c, '(t)E(t'))X(t+a t')e—' dt'+c. c. +[terms with r and (t+r) interchanged] .277
(20)
Note that the first term in Eq. (20) corresponds to the dc
term [10] and can be dropped. We next introduce the
second-order correlation function I (r) for the field and
its Fourier transform,
C~~'l(r)= ', f" f" r( —r —r)r(r —r-)4~~ —oo —e)
XX(t')X(t")dr'dt"
and
r(r)=(e*(r)e(t+r) & (21) + I —t' —v+t" I wX t'
4~~ —oo —oo
XX'(t")dt'dt" +c.c. , (26)
OO
1 (co)= I (r)e'"'dr,
277
as well as the Fourier transform of X(t)
X(t)=f %(co)e ' 'dc@ .
Using Eq. (21), Eq. (20) reduces to
a)c,(r)= f r(r —(t+r))r(r —t )27K
(22)
(23)
which on using Eqs. (22) and (23) simplifies to
c~"(r)=f" f" e(~')e(~")r(~ )r(~")
Xe' ' dc@'dc@"
+ %co' I co'I co"
Xe" ' "'dm'dco" +c.c. (27)
XX(t+r t')e "d—t'+c.c.
+[terms with t and (t+r) interchanged] .
(24)
Assuming that I (co) is real and using the real nature of
Cl(r) we can write Eq. (27) as
c~"(r)=.f" f" e(~')e(~")r(~')r(~")
On substituting Eq. (23) in Eq. (24) and using Eqs. (19)
and (22), algebraic calculations lead to the following con-
tribution to the spectrum:
p (co)=2f I (co')[r(co'+co)
+I (m' —co)]Re[%(co')]dc@' . (25)
X cos(ci) cd )1 dcAIco +C. C.
+2 % co I 67 I co
Xcos(co co )1cjci) rico (28)
We next simplify the quadratic contributions to P (co).
We examine the two quadratic contributions separately.
On using the moment theorem C&"(r) can be written as
Using the relation f cos(co' —ni" )~ cos(cur)d r
=n [5(co' co"+co)+—5(ai' co" co)] a—nd s—ubstituting for
C&"(r) from Eq. (28) into Eq. (19), we get
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FICx. 1. Schematic representation of a three-level V system
with ground state ~3) and two excited states ~1) and ~2). The
spontaneous decay rates from ~1) to ~3) and ~2) to I3) are 2y, 3
and 2yz„respectively. The transition from ~1) to ~2) is not al-
lowed. mL is the central frequency of the exciting field.
FIG. 2. Quadratic contribution P&(co) (in arbitrary units) to
the power spectrum of the intensity-intensity correlations is
plotted as a function of frequency co for values of y, of 0.5, 0.7,
1, and 1.5. The other parameters are g& =g&, co&3 —coL =30, and
Q)$3 coL 20. A11 frequencies and widths are in units of
7 13 V23'
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P"'(co)= ~
—,
' f %(co')%(co'+co)I (co')I (co'+co)dc''+ —,' f Il(co')%(a)' —co)I'(co')I (co' —co)den'+c. c.
+f ~'P(~)~ I'(co')[I'(co'+co)+I (co' —co)]dc@' . (29)
The calculation of the contribution P& '(co) proceeds
along similar lines and we quote the final result
tered at zero is chosen for the spectrum of the envelope
E(t) of the exciting field and is given by
P& '(co) = f I (co'+co)I'(co')4" (co'+co)%'(co')de'
y, /mI (co)=
+CO
(32)
+ f I"(co'—co)l (co')4'(co' —ro)%(co')dao' .
(30)
where y, is the spectral width of the incident beam.
Substituting from Eqs. (31) and (32) into Eqs. (25), (29),
and (30), P (co) is calculated analytically. A typical term
involves calculation of an integral of the type
+ Vc ~ ~c ~ ~ Xc
yi3+' (coi3 ~ ~L, )
y23+ c (c023 co ~L, )
(31)
The constants y; are related to the densities and oscilla-
tor strengths of the transitions. A Lorentzian profile cen-
0.0210
0.0155
The complete quadratic contribution is obtained by add-
ing (29) and (30).
In order to understand the information contained in
Eqs. (25), (29), and (30) we consider the simple V system
shown in Fig. 1, i.e., a three-level atom with ground state
~3) and two closely spaced excited 1) and 2). The
spontaneous decay rates from
~
1 )~ 3 ) and 2 )~
~
3 )
are denoted by 2y» and 2y23, respectively. Assuming
that the only allowed transitions are between the levels
~1) and ~3 ) and between ~2) and ~3 ), the linear suscepti-
bility of the atomic medium is found to be
X [co' —( co+—i y, )][co'—(coi3 —~L —iy „)]
X [co' (co23 —col —c—o+iy~, )] j 'den',
which is evaluated using contour integration. The result-
ing analytical expression for P (co) is provided in the Ap-
pendix. The numerical behavior of P(co), as a function of
frequency for di6'erent values of y„ is shown in Figs. 2
and 3. There are two peaks in the susceptibility behavior
corresponding to the two transitions from ~1)~~3) and
~2)++~3) in the atom. Both these resonances are ob-
served in P(co), at co=co» —coL and co&3 —col. It should
be noted that the resonances in the linear term Pl (co)
have dispersive character. Hence the intensity fiuctua-
tions provide spectroscopic information of the atomic
system. %'e emphasize here that the merits of the argu-
ments presented in this paper are the simplicity of the ap-
proach and its general applicability. Our scheme exploits
the fact that the linear susceptibility has all the atomic-
level information built into it and that a Auctuating laser
source can be used to exact that information. The
analysis presented here is extendable to other complicat-
ed atomic and molecular systems and shows that, con-
trary to the usual belief, laser noise can be used for doing
spectroscopy. Finally, we note that related earlier works
[11]have utilized laser noise to determine atomic dephas-
ing times in the context of four-wave-mixing schemes.
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FICx. 3. Linear contribution PL (co) to the power spectrum of
the intensity-intensity correlations for the same parameters as in
Fig. 2.
Analytic expressions representing various contribu-
tions to the power spectrum are
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2y, /m
Po(co) =
co +4+
4y, iJL(co) [2iy co(co+2iy )] [(coA iyg)[coA i(yg+y13)] [coA 1(yg y13)]
+(~8 ir )[~B I( Y +r13)1 [~8 1( Y y23)) j
+ [2i y, co(co 2—i y, ) ] ' [ (co A +co i y—, ) [co+coA i—( y, +y13 ) ] ' [co+co A —& ( y, —y13 ) ]
+(~8+~ iyc)[~+~8 1(re+ Y23 ) [~+~8 1() & y23
—
—,
' [[coA+i(y, +y»)] '[~A —1(y, —y13)] '[~+~A+i(y, +y13)]
X [co+coA i(y—, —y13)] '+[coB+i (y, +y23)] '[coB i (—y, —y23)] 'j+(terms with co~ —co),
='r 'Pg"(co)= ([21'y,co(co+2&y, )] '[[coA —1'(r, +y13)] +[coB (y +3 13))
X [[co„—i(y, —y, )] '+[co i(—y, —y )] 'j
+[2&y,co(co —2&r, )] '[[co+coA —1(y, +y13&) '+Ico+coB —1(y, +y23))
X [[co+co„i(y, —y—,3)] '+[co+coB i (y—, —y23)]
A (1 Y13)] '[~A i(r, —r»)l—'[~+~A +1(r,+r13 1
X [co+coA 1( Y Y13)) [ [21 Y13) [ A 8 (y23 Y13))
+[~8+ (y, +r23)) '[~8 i(r,—y23)—) '[~+~8+1(r,+r23)) '
X [co+coB L(r y23)] ' [ [21y23] '+ [coB —co A +i (y23+y13)) ' j )+(terms with co~ —co),
2 c' ( [21r—,~(~+2ir, )] '[I~A —1(r, +r»)) '+[~8 —(r, +y23)) 'j
X [[co—co„+i(y,—y, )] '+[co—co +i(y, —y )] 'j
+[»r,~(~—2iy, )] '[[~A —1(y, —y13)] '+[~8 1(y. »3)] 'j
X [[co+co„—i(y, +y»)] '+[co+coB—i(y, +y23)] 'j
+[~—~A 1(r, +ri3—&] '[~ ~+A—(r1, —yi3&] '[~A —i(r, —ri3&] '
X [co A +1(y, +y13)] ' [ [ —co+21y13] '+ [coA —coB —co+1(y23+ y13) ]
+[~—~8 1(r, +—y23)] '[~ ~8+1(y, —r»)l '[~8 —1(r, —y»)]
X [m +8i (y, +y23)] '[[co+2iy23] '+[coB —coA co+i(y23—+yi3)] ' j ),
where co„=co13—coL, coB =co23 —coL, and Po(co) is the zeroth-order contribution that can be dropped. The terms with
di6'erence of decays can be shown to cancel out in each contribution.
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